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Introduction—A Place for Pandas and People
The China Research and Conservation Center for the Giant Panda
(CRCCGP) at Wolong Nature Reserve is the world’s pre-eminent breeding
center for the giant panda. It has also been the most successful natural
breeding center in China. International experts on nutrition and endocrinology
collaborated in development of the panda food and breeding procedures that
have proven so effective at CRCCGP in birthing of young and survival of
babies to adulthood. After two decades of trials and errors, Wolong is enjoying
success with 11 of 12 young surviving in 2000. Giant pandas from CRCCGP
are now on display in the National Zoo in Washington, D.C. as ambassadors
to the world.
The natural setting for CRCCGP is prime panda habitat. The reserve
includes free range of wild pandas supporting more than 100 animals in the
local population. CRCCGP is also a breeding center for the endangered red
panda. In addition, it serves as a rehabilitation center for other rare species
such as the golden monkey and black bear.
The research staff of the CRCCGP and their research associates from local
universities are the world’s authorities on the giant panda. Our vision for
the future is to develop the Wolong Valley and Wolong Panda Reserve as
a world model for sustainable economic development, with balanced
conservation principles and practices for Wolong’s diverse wildlife and
indigenous cultures.
This vision begins with the redevelopment of the Wolong breeding center to
accommodate and educate the increasing number of visitors, so that
they can become stewards of the giant panda and its diminishing
habitat.

May 2001 Workshop Participants at Wolong
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Mission and Goals
Wolong Panda Reserve is dedicated to the protection, conservation, study,
and captive breeding of the giant panda as a component of sustainable
economic development of the Wolong Valley.
The following goals provide a framework for achieving the mission.
•

Stabilize giant panda habitat and populations within Wolong Valley
and the limits of valley resources.

•

Encourage indigenous people enterprises compatible with sustainable
wildlife conservation practices.

•

Expand scientific knowledge of panda biology and captive breeding
in order to ensure genetically viable populations for reintroduction
to natural areas.

•

Develop high quality Reserve visitor and tourism experiences compatible
with an ecologically sound management plan.

•

Protect valley biodiversity through best practices in conservation
that are compatible with sustainable economic management.

•

Monitor natural and cultural resources by development of
a quantitative sustainability “grade card.”
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Thematic Approach
In China, the idea of balance and harmony is essential. In saving the panda
from extinction, we may help to ensure our own future as we learn to restore
the balance between people and nature.
A central theme that communicates the importance of the work here will help
visitors understand and remember what they’ve seen so that they will be able to
participate in conservation efforts following their visit. The theme can be stated
as follows:

To protect the panda
is to restore the balance
between people and nature.
Subthemes support the theme and provide a framework for interpretive stations
throughout the center. They also organize the many individual stories that are
appropriate for this site. Five subthemes have been identified:

Panda protection begins with an understanding
of their specialized diet and habitat.
Captive breeding is one step toward saving the panda.
Careful husbandry increases the survival rate
of young pandas born in captivity.
The future of the panda in the wild depends
upon restoring their natural habitat.
The panda has been the symbol of good luck,
graciousness, and peace for centuries.
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Key Issues
A number of issues that currently stand in the way of accomplishing the
mission and goals of the center have been identified.
•

The scientific staff of Wolong must lead tours and serve visitor needs
even though their time would be better spent doing work with the pandas.

•

Visitors currently stay about two hours. However, longer, perhaps
overnight, stays would be desirable to increase economic value
to the local community.

•

Local attitudes toward pandas can be negative and destructive.

•

Visitors often assume the pandas are cuddly stuffed animals,
not wildlife that will protect themselves when confronted.

•

The circulation pattern of visitors within the site is somewhat confusing
and creates conflicting movement of tourists.

•

Some excellent viewing opportunities are missed by tourists
due to the lack of good directional signs and printed maps.

•

The red panda compound is not easily accessible, leaving a highly
appealing animal out of the visitor experience at Wolong for 80%
of visitors.

•

Many of the older buildings in the red panda complex are
currently under-utilized.

•

Lifestyle “rights” of indigenous people such as the Tibetans must be
protected while still allowing tourism and development of Wolong Valley.

•

Scientific language of the panda biologists needs to be translated
into “universal concepts” that visitors can readily understand and use
in support of Wolong’s mission.

This plan offers recommendations for addressing many of these issues
to enable the breeding center to better accomplish its mission and goals.
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Plan Notes
O RIENTATION
Visitor experience begins at entry to the Reserve (where people pass through the
gate). Distribution of audiocassette/CD and/or brochure/map should occur at
this entry gate to orient people to the tourism opportunities within the Reserve.
Step-on guides could join tour buses at this point and provide orientation
information on the way to and from the Panda museum, in town.

P ARKING
Bus tour groups and individuals/families in cars park at the museum.
VIPs and hotel guests in individual cars park behind the hotel (additional
parking in existing lot at administrative building).

T RANSPORT TO BREEDING CENTER AND W OLONG
H ERITAGE P ARK
Tram or bus travels from museum to breeding center and Wolong Heritage Park
entry dropoff (at north or downstream end of center) with step-on guide or
driver trained to provide programming on the way to the center and answer
questions on the way back to the museum. Buses depart from museum/breeding
center/Wolong Heritage Park on regular schedule. This approach allows some
control of how many people are accommodated within the breeding center at
any given time and eliminates the need for bus and private vehicle parking at the
breeding center and heritage park.

T ICKET PURCHASE OP TIONS
Ticket purchases would be available at the museum. A variety of ticket options
could be purchased to allow visitors to customize their visit depending on their
time and interests.
1

Museum only (approximately two hours)

2

Breeding center/Wolong Heritage Park only (two to four hours)

3

Museum, breeding center and Wolong Heritage Park (full day)
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A. W OLONG V ALLE Y R EINFORCE
R ELATIONSHIPS
1.

The museum and the breeding
center should be linked.

2.

Wolong Heritage Park should
be linked to the museum and
the breeding center by tram.

Wolong Heritage Park - Welcome Center
Planning Workshop - October 2001
Sichuan, China

B. M USEUM , T RAM
C ONNECTION , AND
V ALLE Y C HARACTER
1.

Museum - 1st stop for:

2.

- Tours
- Overview
- Education
- Information
Tram connection to Panda Reserve

3.

Wolong Breeding Center

C. W OLONG B REEDING C ENTER
AND W OLONG H ERITAGE P ARK
1.

Hotel and International Training Center
(ITC)

2.

Breeding Center

3.

Heritage Park—Biodiversity Park
- Native Plants and Animals
- Environmental Quality (water, visual)
- Agricultural products
- Farms & Villages
- Minority People

Typical tourist tram
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Visitor Experience
Take a walk through the Wolong panda breeding center and experience a unique
opportunity to see pandas in natural habitat areas, just waiting to have their
photograph taken. No matter what time of year you choose to visit, there will be
something special happening. In the spring, pandas exhibit breeding behavior
and their vocalizations echo from the canyon walls. Summertime brings panda
babies to the nursery. The center’s setting glows with color as fall foliage creates
a dramatic backdrop for the panda habitats. In winter, pandas play in the snow,
providing excellent opportunities for videography.
Your experience begins as you cross the gate into the Wolong Panda Reserve. If
you’re in a private car, you’ll receive a map and written interpretive guide to the
Wolong Valley. If you’re on a tour bus, you’ll be joined by a step-on guide who
will share stories of the Wolong Valley and the giant panda in preparation for
your visit to the breeding center. Your first stop will be at the Giant Panda
Museum in Shawan. Here, you can park your vehicle for the day and purchase
tickets for a variety of experiences, including a visit to the museum, the breeding
center or the Wolong Heritage Park and Arboretum. Regularly scheduled
shuttles will take you to the breeding center entry.
At the entry drop-off, you’ll cross the river on a suspension bridge and get your
first glimpse of pandas in a natural habitat area next to the orientation plaza.
Within the plaza, you can admire the giant panda donor sculpture where the
names of significant contributors can be seen, or browse through the gift shop.
On busy days, an interpreter/guide will greet you and answer questions.
Just a few steps further is Conservation Square. Here you’ll have the
opportunity to learn about the purpose of the breeding center, and pick up an
interpretive map, a self-guided tour booklet or an audio tour to enhance your
visit. You can also choose to contribute to the adopt a panda or adopt a hectare
habitat restoration and protection programs. A snack bar provides the
opportunity for refreshment. If you’re with a special guided tour, you might head
to specific locations such as the hospital or food preparation facility, but if you’re
on your own, you’ll probably want to continue along the path to get closer views
of more pandas.
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Wolong Breeding Center - Interpretive Concept Plan
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Along the way, you’ll encounter a number of interpretive stations where
interactive wayside exhibits, artwork murals, interpretive guides, and interpretive
signs will help you understand the world of the panda at the breeding center.
You and your family can enjoy a storyteller in a shady tree-lined grove who
shares local folklore about the panda and its importance in Chinese culture.

Moving along the trail, you’ll see a research station like those set up in the field
to study wild pandas. A discovery cart near the food preparation building allows
you to interact with an interpretive guide and learn about the development of
special food cubes that are important to the panda’s survival in captivity.

As you continue along the path set among panda habitats, you’ll see the nursery
where newborn and hand-reared pandas can be viewed when the season is right.
During the off-season, interactive exhibits and a video will give you a glimpse of
this important feature of the center. Next door is the panda playground where
young pandas lounge year-round.

From here you can return to the entry through the main path, have a meal at the
Panda Inn restaurant, or take the opportunity to view pandas from a different
perspective, high among the treetops along a walkway that hugs the canyon wall.
Along this dramatic walk, enjoy a series of interpretive signs that share poetic
expressions of the panda from writers and artists.

At your next stop, you will enter a modified breeding cage with interactive
exhibits that explain how and why the giant panda needs help to ensure its
survival. Learn about the natural and artificial insemination methods used at the
center and what can be done to help pandas continue breeding in the wild. Here
you’ll be able to see and hear breeding behavior on videotape if the season
doesn’t allow actual viewing.

Now that you’ve had a personal panda experience, end your on-site visit with a
stop at the Adopt-a-Panda office near the orientation station and find out what
you can do to help pandas at the breeding center and in the wild. Your
commitment can help make the difference for this beautiful creature and for our
world.
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Description of Interpretive Elements
Z ONE A—E NTRY F EATURE ( GUARDHOUSE WITH
ORIENTATION MAP AND SUSPENSION BRIDGE )
1

Interpretive Element 1: Orientation Map
Storyline: Overview of the breeding center.

Objective:

Visitors will be able to navigate through the
breeding center and identify operating hours.

Description: Located at the guardhouse, the orientation map panel will be affixed to the
guardhouse structure to enable visitors to get an overview of the breeding center before
they enter. This panel should also include information about the center’s visitation hours
for the benefit of those who stop to look at the entry when the center is closed.

Typical orientation map
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Guard House with Orientation Map & Suspension Bridge

orientation map

bridge and gateway

What to See and Do
Take photographs

Visit the gift shop

Enjoy the Poet’s Walk

Adopt a Panda

Talk to an expert

Make a difference

Learn more about giant pandas

Sample text for kiosk
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Z ONE B—E NTRY P LAZA ( ENTRY PORTAL ,
DONOR RECOGNITION , ORIENTATION KIOSK )
2

Interpretive Element 2: Orientation Kiosk
Storyline: Overview of the breeding center.

Objective:

Visitors will be able to navigate through the
breeding center and articulate the central theme.

Description: This kiosk will consist of four panels on the following topics:
Panel 1—Orientation Map
Panel 2—Time/Experience Matrix (how to best use your time if time is limited)
Panel 3—Overview of Breeding Center
Panel 4—Solving the Mystery with self-guiding map/brochure (A continuing design
and thematic element throughout the breeding center interpretative pieces will encourage
visitors to help solve the mystery of where the pandas have gone and how to bring them
back. Visitors will be prompted to look for clues along the way: We can’t save the panda
if we don’t have a clue. The big mystery is where all the pandas have gone and how they can be
brought back. Help us find the answers as you investigate the panda breeding center.)

3
Wayfinding Element 3: Directional Post
Description: The directional post will be used at all decision points within the
breeding center to help visitors understand their options and where they are allowed to go.
The directional post should have design elements drawn from the indigenous architecture
to carry the theme established by the suspension bridge at the entry.

4
Functional Element 4: Restroom Facility
Description: The existing restroom will be renovated and upgraded to
accommodate visitors.

5
Functional Element 5: Donor Sculpture
Description: Significant donors will be recognized with a thematic art piece.

6
Functional Element 6: Gift Shop
Description: A new gift shopw will be constructed on the plaza to sell tourist items,
crafts, and books.
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Plan View of Entry Plaza
Stairs

Panda Habitat

2
6

5

4

K EY :
2
3
4
5
6

Orientation Kiosk
Directional Post
Restroom Facility with Sod Roof
Donor Sculpture
Gift Shop

Suspension Bridge
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Z ONE C—C ONSERVATION S QUARE ( FOOD SERVICE ,
ADOP T - A - PANDA , CONSERVATION STORY KIOSK )
7

Interpretive Element 7: Adopt-a-Panda Building
Storyline: You can help save the giant panda by supporting
feed and care for a breeding panda for a (period of time) at
$ (appropriate amount of money) or restoration of (specific size area)
of panda habitat for a donation of $ (appropriate amount of money).

Objective:

25% of visitors will make donations toward care of
pandas in the center or habitat in Wolong Valley.

Description: An interpreter will act as host for this building (half of the existing
gift shop), to answer questions and assist visitors in adopting a panda or adopting habitat.

Interpretive Element 8: Conservation Kiosk

8

Objective:

Storyline: Giant pandas need our help and that includes
donations to support breeding pandas, donations to restore
habitat, and thoughtful decisions in land use planning to
protect the limited natural habitat.

50% of visitors will take a copy of the brochure
that gives them ideas for personal involvement—
entitled “What can you do to save the giant panda?”

Description: This two-panel kiosk will identify ways that people can help the giant panda
through personal actions. Panel 1 will describe donation options, while Panel 2 will
describe other resource protection actions that individuals can take.

9
Functional Element 9: Food Service
Description: The existing gift shop will be converted to a snack bar to provide simple
refreshments to visitors.

10
Functional Element 10: Picnic Area
Description: Adjacent to the food service area, picnic tables with seating will be provided.
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Conservation Square
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Z ONE D—S TORY G ROVE
11

Interpretive Element 11: Sign
Storyline: Pandas play an important role in folklore.

Objective:

Visitors will be able to recount at least one story
related to pandas.

Description: A 24" x 36" interpretive panel will be mounted in the story grove to tell
a story about pandas. On peak days, an interpretive guide will be stationed in
story grove to entertain visitors with stories and songs related to pandas.

Giant Panda Gets His Pattern
One day many, many years ago a young Chinese girl saw a
leopard fighting with a panda. The girl knew that the panda
was going to be killed, so she tried to pull the leopard away.
The leopard turned on the girl and killed her instead. And
the panda escaped.
Later, when the panda found out the girl had been killed
trying to save his life, he was stricken with grief. So he
called together all the pandas in the world and they held a
funeral for the young girl. As was the custom at panda
funerals, they all wore black armbands. And they were so
sad that they cried and cried. They rubbed their eyes with
their black armbands and their eyes became black. To block
out the sound of wailing, they held their arms to their ears,
and they hugged their bodies in their grief. Soon the black
armbands had made black patches on the fur of all the
pandas.
—Nancy Nash, Young Discoverer, Cathay Pacific magazine
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Story Grove

Existing grove

Storyteller
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Z ONE E—N URSERY
12

Interpretive Element 12: Baby Photo Album
Storyline: Panda nursery programs rely on careful monitoring
of births and baby care.

Objective:

Visitors will be able to identify at least two activities
that take place in the nursery.

Description: A 4' x 6' vertical panel will be mounted on the wall adjacent to the viewing
window. The panel will have a photo collage of baby pandas and the people who take care
of them. Mounted on the panel will be a flipbook that has “baby pictures” of panda babies
being born, fed, weighed, measured, studied, and cared for medically by trained
veterinarians.

13

Interpretive Element 13: Who Cares for Baby Pandas?
Storyline: Baby pandas survive due to skilled veterinarians,
researchers, managers, keepers, and conservationists working
together.

Objective:

Visitors will hear and see the success stories
of panda care from the varied participants in
the process, including donors like themselves.

Description: This exhibit consists of a “remote access video” that allows visitors to
dial up a variety of experts: researchers, keepers, vets, managers, and conservationists
(people who support the breeding center’s efforts through donations). A series
of questions are displayed on a panel (such as “what happens in the nursery?”).
Visitors turn a dial to select the appropriate person to answer the question.
If they pick an inappropriate person to answer that particular question, the response
would suggest who the appropriate person might be. One of the questions should
relate to who pays for panda research and care, with the appropriate response being
those who donate to the breeding center, and inviting people to donate money or
adopt a panda at other exhibit stations. Responses would be displayed on a small
video screen that shows an actual person (a researcher, keeper, vet, manager, etc.,
according to which expert is selected) delivering a 20-second message.
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14
Functional Element 14: Panda Playground
Description: Adjacent to the panda baby playground, a playground area for human babies
can be erected with similar features, including a replica denning tree stump that children
can crawl into.

15
Functional Element 15: View into Nursery
Description: The viewing window should remain unobstructed. A step should be
provided for younger viewers to be able to see into the building.

Z ONE F—P HOTO O PPORTUNIT Y
16
Functional Element 16: Photo Arbor
Description: Improvements to the photo opportunity location adjacent to the nursery will
include new tile pavement, planting, stone faced wall, a fabric screen with bamboo motif
and Wolong logo, and an overhead structure to shield visitors from sun and rain.

Improved photo arbor
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Existing conditions

Nursery Shelter
Video Monitor

Window with
View to Bamboo

Video Monitor

12
13

Orientation
15

16

Entry

K EY
12
13
15
16

Baby Photo Album
Who Cares for Baby Pandas?
View into Nursery
Photo Arbor
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Z ONE G—B REEDING B EDROOM E XHIBIT A REA
17

Interpretive Element 17: Mural
Storyline: The Wolong Panda Reserve and Breeding Center
became necessary to protect and restore giant panda populations
when the bamboo die-offs and poaching problems threatened
them in the late 1970s and early 1980s.

Objective:

The visitor will be able to identify why the breeding
center is important to the future of giant pandas.

Description: On the three walls of this modified breeding bedroom, a mural depicts
pandas in a natural habitat, in the breeding center, and back in the forest. The mural
includes a timeline ribbon that begins just prior to the establishment of the breeding
center and goes to an undetermined date in the future. Lift-up panels will be incorporated
into the mural to display questions and answers about milestones shown in the timeline.

18

Interpretive Element 18: Panda Decline
Storyline: Bamboo die-offs on a 70-year cycle, poaching in the
late 1970s, and loss of habitat led to current population declines
and the belief that the giant panda will not survive without
extraordinary efforts to help them.

Objective:

The visitor will be able to articulate major threats
to giant panda populations that led to the creation of
the Wolong program and similar captive breeding
programs—bamboo die-offs, poaching and loss
of habitat.

Description: This exhibit consists of a large flipbook of articles and photos that show
reasons why the panda declined.
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Breeding Center
Window into Panda Monitor Room

19

17

KE Y
17
18
19
20

Mural (on three walls)
Panda Decline
Breeding Center Activities
Unlocking the Future
of the Panda

18

20

Entry
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19

Interpretive Element 19: Breeding Center Activities
Storyline: Scientific study of panda breeding behavior has led to
this carefully managed process of captive breeding built around
the natural breeding cycle for giant pandas.

Objective:

The visitor will be able to identify the breeding
months and birth months of the giant panda.

Description: On the center wall, a video kiosk with visitor-activated video will allow
visitors to view and hear breeding behavior. Adjacent to the video kiosk is a large wheel
with window cutouts. As the visitor moves the wheel, the window focuses on different
times of the year and the behavior or management activities that take place during that
time of year. A view through the window into the monitoring room behind this breeding
bedroom will provide a glimpse of activities of keepers and scientists as they work.

20

Interpretive Element 20: Unlocking the Future of the Panda
Storyline: The future of the giant panda rests with how humans
choose to interact with them.

Objective:

Visitors will be able to identify at least three
components that influence the future of the panda.

Description: This element is a horizontal bar with three rotating drums
(the bar goes through the center of the drums so they can spin on it).
Each of the three drums has two or three options regarding human behavior, successful
reintroduction, and habitat conservation. (First drum addresses
human behavior, second drum successful reintroduction, etc.) When the
correct three are lined up, a photo mural of the panda headed into the wild
is created behind the text on the drums.
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Z ONE H—R ESEARCH S TATION
21

Interpretive Element 21: Replica Field Camp
Storyline: Panda scientists use varied techniques to study the diet,
breeding behavior, and survival instincts of the giant panda.

Objective:

Visitors will be able to name three valued
field study tools of the panda scientist.

Description: The research station consists of a tent or cabin that represents a field camp
with computer, spotting scope, telemetry equipment, field journal, and other typical
supplies. The computer is a menu-driven, visitor-activated journal with pages that display
first-person text and images describing field research techniques, habitat, distribution,
and conservation measures. Within the tent or cabin is also a simulated telemetry
transceiver on a swivel that sweeps 50 degrees. When the visitor finds the signal,
they look to the forest outside and can see a cutout of a panda hidden among the trees.

22

Interpretive Element 22: Touch the Panda Program
Storyline: Panda handling has a value with
captive breeding programs but is counterproductive with animals destined
for release.

Objective:

Visitors will be able to explain
two reasons why panda handling
is permitted with some animals
and absolutely prohibited with
those to be released.

Description: 24" x 36" panel mounted adjacent to
the Panda Facts (Interpretive Element 23) that describes
why some people are allowed to take photos with real pandas.
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Field Research Station
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23

Interpretive Element 23: Panda Facts
Storyline: Pandas belong to their own family with specific weight,
height, shape, and physical attributes.

Objective:

The visitor will explain the three main
morphological characteristics that make pandas
a member of their own family.

Description: Photo opportunity with two-dimensional cutout full-size panda mom
and baby. Mounted on the cutout are flappers with questions/answers related to
panda morphology and other biological facts. On peak days, an interpreter can be
available to take instant photos of visitors.

24

Interpretive Element 24: Reintroduction Process and Theory
Storyline: Giant pandas are taken through three important steps
before being reintroduced to the wild.

Objective:

The visitor will relate the three stages
in panda reintroduction.

Description: This exhibit includes a tabletop display of the three zones of reintroduction
at the breeding center. Visitors can move a small panda through a track that moves
through the three zones. As the panda moves from zone to zone, a video screen to the
right will display information and images related to that zone and how and why the
pandas are moved to that level.

Mr. Fu and Mr. Feng, world-leading
panda researchers from local universities
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Z ONE I—F OOD P REPARATION B UILDING
25
Functional Element 25: Viewing Window
Description: A view through a window into the food preparation building
will allow visitors to see how the leaf eater biscuits are processed.

26

Interpretive Element 26: Who Cares for Pandas?
Storyline: Creating panda food supplements dramatically
improved the success rate of captive breeding populations.
It takes many people to care for pandas at this facility.

Objective:

Visitors will be able to identify at least two people
who are important in the care of pandas.
Visitors will also be able to describe the
importance of food supplements to the panda’s diet.

Description: This exhibit consists of a “phone bank” where visitors can dial up a variety
of experts: researchers, keepers, vets, managers, and conservationists (people who support
the breeding center’s efforts through donations). A series of questions are displayed
on a panel (such as “how did we find out what pandas eat?”). Visitors turn a dial
to select the appropriate person to answer the question. If they pick an inappropriate
person to answer that particular question, the recorded response would suggest who
the appropriate person might be. One of the questions should relate to who pays for
panda research and care, with the appropriate response being those who donate to the
breeding center, and inviting people to donate money or adopt a panda at other exhibit
stations. Responses will be displayed on a small video screen that shows an actual person
(a researcher, keeper, vet, manager, etc., according to which expert is selected) delivering
a 20-second message.
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Panda Food Preparation

Who Cares for Pandas?

Discovery Cart

Food Preparation
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27

Interpretive Element 27: A Balanced Diet is More than Bamboo
Storyline: Pandas require more than bamboo to survive.

Objective:

Visitors will be able to identify at least two
critical components of a giant panda’s diet.

Description: This exhibit will consist of a simulated scale typical of traditional Chinese
scales. A panda model is permanently mounted on one tray. Visitors fill the other tray
to balance the scale with models of typical food plants. When correctly balanced,
the weights of the food plant models will equal the weight of the panda. There should
only be one correct combination of weights among the food plants, corresponding to
the actual percentages of what a wild panda would eat in a given year. A background
graphic and text panel describes the need for a varied diet to maintain panda health.
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A Balanced Diet is More than Bamboo
Pandas eat bamboo and lots of it. But that’s not all they eat.
Put the blocks in the scale and you’ll discover a balanced diet
for a panda.
When researchers learned that bamboo alone could not
support a panda, they created “leaf-eater biscuits” to give the
pandas the nutrition they need. You can watch the leaf-eater
biscuits and other food being prepared for the pandas at the
building to your right.
Bamboo being delivered from the valley

Sample panel text for “A Balanced Diet is More than Bamboo” exhibit
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Z ONE J—P ROGRAM A REA
28

Interpretive Element 28: Discovery Cart
Storyline: Pandas require more than bamboo to survive.

Objective:

Visitors will be able to identify at least two
critical components of a giant panda’s diet.

Description: On peak days, an interpretive guide will host a “discovery cart”
where visitors can feel a variety of panda foods including bamboo and leaf eater biscuits.
A replica panda skull and paw will help visitors see how the teeth and paws of the panda
are adapted for eating bamboo.

Leaf eater biscuit preparation

Z ONE K—H OSPITAL AND R ESEARCH L ABS
29

Interpretive Element 29: Interpretive Sign
Storyline: Pandas sometimes need veterinary care.

Objective:

Visitors will be able to identify at least two
reasons why research and hospital care can be
critical for survival of the giant panda.

Description: Although the hospital and labs will be off limits to casual visitors,
certain tours and VIPs may have access to this facility. For others, a 24" x 36"
interpretive sign will tell the story of what the building is used for.
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Hospital & Research Labs

When Pandas
Do Poorly
This hospital provides
support for sick or injured
pandas that need extra help.
The building includes
research labs where
scientists and veterinarians
study solutions for keeping
pandas healthy in captivity.

Sample text for sign
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Z ONE L—O RIENTATION K IOSK
( AT SECONDARY ENTRY FOR HOTEL GUESTS AND VIP S )
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Interpretive Element 30: Orientation Kiosk
Storyline: Overview of the breeding center.

Objective:

Visitors will be able to navigate through the
breeding center and articulate the central theme.

Description: This kiosk will consist of four panels on the following topics:
Panel 1—Orientation Map
Panel 2—Time/Experience Matrix (how to best use your time if time is limited)
Panel 3—Overview of Breeding Center
Panel 4—Solving the Mystery with self-guiding map/brochure (A continuing design
and thematic element throughout the breeding center interpretative pieces will encourage
visitors to help solve the mystery of where the pandas have gone and how to bring them
back. Visitors will be prompted to look for clues along the way: We can’t save the panda
if we don’t have a clue. The big mystery is where all the pandas have gone and how they can be
brought back. Help us find the answers as you investigate the panda breeding center.)

31
Wayfinding Element 31: Directional Post
Description: The directional post will be used at all decision points within
the breeding center to help visitors understand their options and where they are
allowed to go. The directional post should have design elements drawn from the
indigenous architecture to carry the theme established by the suspension bridge
at the entry.
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Directional Post
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Z ONE M—P OETS W ALK
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Interpretive Element 32: Interpretive Panels
Storyline: The panda plays an important role in
Chinese folklore and literature. The panda plays
an important role in habitat conservation.

Objective:

Visitors will be able to relate at least
one story of the giant panda.

Description: One 24" x 36" sign will be mounted at each of the three gazebos
along the upper trail. Each sign will relate a different aspect of the panda in folklore
or literature, such as the Four Sisters and Snow Leopard/Panda legend.

33
Interpretive Element 33: Viewing Scopes
Objective:

Visitors will be able to view pandas
in the habitat areas.

Description: Spotting scopes will be mounted in each of
the three gazebos along the upper trail.
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Poet’s Walk

“From one year’s end to another, one hears the hatchet and the axe
cutting the most beautiful trees. The destruction of these
primitive forests, of which there are only fragments in all of
China, progresses with unfortunate speed.… They have the right
to life and we annihilate them and brutally make existence
impossible for them.…It is unbelievable that the Creator could
have placed so many diverse organisms on the earth, each one so
admirable in its sphere, so perfect in its role, only to permit man,
his masterpiece, to destroy them forever.”
—Père Armand David, 1875

Sample text from literature
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Z ONE N—H OTEL C OMPLEX
35

Interpretive Element 34: Orientation Map
Storyline: Overview of the breeding center.

Objective:

Visitors will be able to navigate through the
breeding center and identify operating hours.

Description: Located in the courtyard of the hotel complex, the orientation map panel
will enable visitors to get an overview of the breeding center before they enter. This panel
will also include information about the center’s visitation hours for the benefit of those
who stop to look at the entry when the center is closed.

Traditional Dancers at Hotel
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Design Guidelines
•

Trained interpreters should be available on peak days to present programs
at various interpretive venues including the research station, the nursery area,
and the food preparation/hospital zone.

•

All exhibits will be designed to be universally accessible to the greatest extent possible.

•

All exhibits will be scripted in English and Mandarin.

•

Exhibit housings and sign mountings should reflect architectural design elements
established in the entry feature to the greatest extent possible.

•

The architectural character of interpretive structures shall be constructed
with the expressed purpose of interpreting local traditions.

•

Architecture of the interpretive shelters, kiosks and gateways should reflect the
traditional forms, materials and character of those existing structures throughout the valley.

•

Buildings with planted flat roofs such as the existing holding buildings are appropriate
for non-exhibit structures but should not be used for exhibit shelters, kiosks or gateways.

•

The use of stainless steel, plastics, glass and other highly reflective modern materials
should be discouraged and used only in combination with high-tech exhibit components.

•

The interpretive shelters are intended to protect exhibits and the visitors during inclement
weather; therefore protective walls shall be weatherproof and located with respect to prevailing
winds, sun exposure and storms.

•

Provide disabled access to all new pathways, exhibits, and shelters.

•

Where existing stairs are necessary to access visitor facilities, install adjacent ramps to provide
disabled access.

•

All plantings shall be comprised of indigenous species characteristic of the region and capable
of being interpreted by local people as to their use as food, or medicinal or spiritual healing.

•

Plants should be used extensively to screen undesirable views or buildings, to direct pedestrian
circulation, to enhance panda habitats, and to provide shade and comfort to the visitor.

•

When necessary for public safety, guardrails and handrails shall be installed at the edge
of pedestrian pathways. These elements should be constructed of non-reflective materials
and designed to be consistent with traditional character and methods.
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Additional Planning Needed
O PERATIONS P LAN
This plan makes recommendations for wayside exhibits at the breeding center.
However, the success of the breeding center as an educational tourist attraction
will require the presence of trained interpretive guides who can answer questions
and communicate important concepts to visitors. An operations plan that
identifies staffing structure and training needs should be completed
as soon as possible so that hiring and training of paid and volunteer guides
can be accomplished as the nonpersonal media is fabricated and installed.

I NTERPRETIVE P ROGRAM P LAN
Planned programs, interpretive talks, step-on guides, brochures, publications,
audio and video tapes, and other ancillary interpretive materials to be developed
for the breeding center and Wolong Valley as a whole should be addressed
in an interpretive program plan to ensure a comprehensive approach to
the stories being told.

M ASTER P LAN FOR I NTERNATIONAL T RAINING C ENTER
A conceptual plan for the International Training Center accompanies this plan;
however, a more detailed plan that includes detailed architectural, site,
and programming recommendations should be completed to guide further
development of this important facility so that its full potential can be realized.

M ASTER P LAN FOR W OLONG H ERITAGE P ARK AND
A RBORETUM
The Wolong Heritage Park and Arboretum will exhibit some of the region’s
plants, animals, and indigenous cultures. The shuttle bus will stop there, or, if
visitors prefer to walk to the Heritage Park, a trail linking the breeding center
and park will be available.
The Heritage Park and Arboretum should go through a similar planning
process as has been followed for the breeding center; however, it offers the
opportunity to plan the development of the site without the constraints of
existing facilities. It will be important to blend site, facility, and interpretive
considerations at the beginning of the planning process to create an effective
attraction that helps accomplish the mission and goals stated in this plan.
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Recommended Interpretive Elements
Draft Text
Element 1: Orientation Map
Headline: Welcome to the China Research and Conservation Center for the Giant Panda
at Wolong Nature Reserve
Text:

Here, at the first and most successful breeding center in China,
you can see giant pandas and learn about their future.
Protecting giant pandas helps us discover how to restore the balance
between people and nature.

Element 2: Orientation Kiosk
Panel 1

(site map)

Panel 2

(this panel should include photographs of people engaged in these activities
at the center)

Headline: What to See and Do
Text:

Take photographs
Enjoy the Poet’s Walk
Talk to an expert
Learn more about giant pandas
Visit the gift shop
Adopt-a-Panda
Make a difference

Panel 3
Headline: Welcome to the China Research and Conservation Center for the Giant Panda
at Wolong Nature Reserve
Text:

Here, at the first and most successful breeding center in China,
you can see giant pandas and learn about their future.
Protecting giant pandas helps us discover how to restore the balance
between people and nature.
(this panel should include several photos of the breeding center
with appropriate captions)

Panel 4
Headline: Help us Solve the Panda Puzzle
Text:

Use the brochure to guide you through the Center. You’ll find clues
along the way that help you understand where China’s giant pandas
have gone and how you can be part of bringing them back.
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Element 8: Conservation Kiosk
Panel 1
Headline: Help Us Help Them
Text:

Your donation can make a difference. Just ____ feeds a giant panda
at the Center for _____ months.

Panel 2
Headline: Pandas Need a Place to Live
Text:

Panda habitat needs your help. A donation of ____ can protect ____ hectares
of panda reserve. Take a brochure to learn more about how you can help
the giant panda survive.

Element 11: Story Grove Sign
Headline: Giant Panda Gets His Pattern
Text:

One day many, many years ago a young Chinese girl saw a leopard fighting
with a panda. The girl knew that the panda was going to be killed, so she tried
to pull the leopard away. The leopard turned on the girl and killed her instead.
And the panda escaped.
Later, when the panda found out the girl had been killed trying to save his life,
he was stricken with grief. So he called together all the pandas in the world
and they held a funeral for the young girl. As was the custom at panda funerals,
they all wore black armbands. And they were so sad that they cried and cried.
They rubbed their eyes with their black armbands and their eyes became black.
To block out the sound of wailing, they held their arms to their ears, and they
hugged their bodies in their grief. Soon the black armbands had made black
patches on the fur of all the pandas.
(Nancy Nash, Young Discoverer, Cathay Pacific magazine)

Element 12: Baby Photo Album
(no text—photos only)

Element 13: Who Cares for Baby Pandas?
Headline: Caring for Baby Pandas
Text:

Select a question and push the button to hear from
someone who cares for baby pandas.
What happens in the nursery?
When do baby pandas arrive?
What’s the best time to see baby pandas?
How long do baby pandas stay with their mothers?
How can I help baby pandas?
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Element 16: Mural
Timeline: (need significant dates and events in the last twenty years)

Element 17: Panda Decline
Headline: Where Have all the Pandas Gone?
Text:

(insert news articles about poaching, habitat destruction, bamboo dieoffs, etc.)

Element 18: Breeding Center Activities
Headline: January

(what happens this month?)

February

(what happens this month?)

March

(what happens this month?)

April

Pandas breed

May

(what happens this month?)

June

(what happens this month?)

July

(what happens this month?)

August

(what happens this month?)

September

(what happens this month?)

October

Baby pandas are born

November

(what happens this month?)

December

(what happens this month?)

Element 19: Unlocking the Future of the Panda
Headline: We Can Put Pandas Back Where They Belong
Text:

Match the images to find the right combination
that will help giant pandas return to the wild.

Element 21: Replica Field Camp
Introductory Sign
Headline: Research in the Field
Text:

Much of what we know about the giant panda comes from observations
of the animals in the wild. Researchers set up field stations like this one
to learn about the pandas’ natural diet and habits.

Telemetry Device
Headline: Learning at Long Distance
Text:

Scientists in the field can’t always see the animals they study.
Radio collars help them locate and track the panda’s activities.
See if you can find the hidden panda by turning the transceiver.
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Element 22: Touch the Panda Program
Headline: Picture This
Text:

Some pandas at the Center will always remain here as captive breeding
animals. People who are helping the pandas by donating _____ or more
can have their photographs taken with these pandas.
Other pandas may be returned to the wild and cannot be handled.
For their safety in the wild, it is important that they do not become
accustomed to human contact.
If you would like more information about having your photograph taken
with a live giant panda, please visit the Adopt-a-Panda building near
the entrance to the Center.

Element 23: Panda Facts
Text:

How much does a giant panda weigh? (??)
How many giant pandas are there in the wild? (about 800)
How many giant pandas are in captivity? (??)
How big is a giant panda baby when born? (3 to 4 ounces)
Statistics may help to describe the universe but not other beings;
numbers cannot convey the quality of a creature, they cannot express
love, anger, joy, and courage. (George Schaller, The Last Panda)

Element 24: Reintroduction Process and Theory
Headline: Reintroducing the Panda to the Wild
Text:

At the Center, a panda’s life begins in the breeding bedrooms and
nursery areas. As it grows, it is moved to a habitat area where it can learn
survival skills that will help it live a natural life in the wild. Pandas that will be
reintroduced to their native habitat must have little contact with humans.

Element 26: Who Cares for Pandas?
Headline: Keeping Captive Pandas Healthy
Text:

Select a question and push the button to hear from someone who
cares for captive pandas.
What do captive pandas eat?
How successful is the captive breeding program?
How do you take care of a sick panda?
What research is being done at the Center?
How can I be part of helping the giant panda?
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Element 27: A Balanced Diet is More than Bamboo
Headline: A Balanced Diet is More than Bamboo
Text:

Pandas eat bamboo and lots of it. But that’s not all they eat.
Put the blocks in the scale and you’ll discover a balanced diet for a panda.
When researchers learned that bamboo alone could not support a panda,
they created “leaf-eater biscuits” to give the pandas the nutrition they need.
You can watch the leaf-eater biscuits and other food being prepared for the
pandas at the building to your right.

Element 29: Interpretive Panel
Headline: When Pandas Do Poorly
Text:

This hospital provides support for sick or injured pandas that need extra help.
The building includes research labs where scientists and veterinarians study
solutions for keeping pandas healthy in captivity.

Element 30: Orientation Kiosk (repeat of 2A)
Element 32: Interpretive Panels
Panel 1
Text:

Humans can never know the truth about pandas. Therefore,
enjoy the mystery—and help us endure. (Giant panda, as quoted
by George Schaller in The Last Panda)

Panel 2
Text:

Year after year
On the panda’s face,
A panda mask.
—Matsuo Basho (paraphrased)

Panel 3
Text:

“From one year’s end to another, one hears the hatchet and the axe cutting the
most beautiful trees. The destruction of these primitive forests, of which there
are only fragments in all of China, progresses with unfortunate speed.…They
have the right to life and we annihilate them and brutally make existence
impossible for them.…It is unbelievable that the Creator could have placed so
many diverse organisms on the earth, each one so admirable in its sphere, so
perfect in its role, only to permit man, his masterpiece, to destroy them
forever.” —Père Armand David, 1875

Element 34: Orientation Map (repeat of 1A)
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